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Abstract—Focusing on a femtocell communications market, we
study the entrant network service provider’s (NSP’s) long-term de-
cision: whether to enter the market and which spectrum sharing
technology to select to maximize its profit. This long-term decision
is closely related to the entrant’s pricing strategy and the users’ ag-
gregate demand, which we model as medium-term and short-term
decisions, respectively. We consider two markets, one with no in-
cumbent and the other with one incumbent. For both markets,
we show the existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium point in
the user subscription dynamics and provide a sufficient condition
for the convergence of the dynamics. For the market with no in-
cumbent, we derive upper and lower bounds on the optimal price
and market share that maximize the entrant’s revenue, based on
which the entrant selects an available technology to maximize its
long-term profit. For the market with one incumbent, we model
competition between the two NSPs as a noncooperative game, in
which the incumbent and the entrant choose their market shares
independently, and provide a sufficient condition that guarantees
the existence of at least one pure Nash equilibrium. Finally, we for-
malize the problem of entry and spectrum-sharing scheme selec-
tion for the entrant and provide numerical results to complement
our analysis.

Index Terms—Communications market, competition, femtocell,
revenue maximization, technology selection, user subscription
dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

E NHANCING indoor wireless connectivity is a major chal-
lenge that hinders the proliferation of future-generation

wireless networks operating at high frequencies, as signals at
these frequencies suffer from severe fading and attenuation. Re-
cently, femtocells (i.e., home base stations) have been proposed
as an enabling solution to improve the indoor wireless commu-
nications service in 4G data networks [1]. Due to the wireless
nature of femtocells, spectrum management for the coexistence
of femtocells and macrocells is essential to realize the full po-
tential of femtocells, which will be a key factor in the successful
adoption of femtocells in the future communications market.
Broadly speaking, there are three spectrum sharing schemes (or
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technologies) for the coexistence of femtocell and macrocell
base stations [1]: 1) “split”—part of the spectrum is dedicated to
femtocells; 2) “common”—themacrocell and the femtocells op-
erate on the same spectrum and hence interfere with each other;
3) “partially shared”—the femtocells operate only on a fraction
of the spectrum used by the macrocells. While these three spec-
trum sharing schemes have their respective advantages (e.g.,
spectrum efficiency, interference level), there is an ongoing de-
bate over which scheme shall be adopted [2].
Because of the potential of significantly improving indoor

communications services, femtocells are being adopted by
more and more network service providers (NSPs) and, mean-
while, create new business opportunities for startups that can
enter the communications market by providing femtocell ser-
vices. Thus, it is important to investigate whether or not it is
profitable for an entrant NSP to enter a market with femtocell
services and with which technologies (e.g., which spectrum
sharing schemes). From an economics perspective, we study in
this paper the problem of entry and spectrum sharing scheme1

selection faced by a profit-maximizing entrant NSP in a fem-
tocell communications market. In particular, our study shall
quantitatively characterize which spectrum sharing scheme
shall be adopted by the entrant to maximize its profit and under
which conditions. Two markets, one with no incumbent and the
other with one incumbent, shall be investigated in this paper.
Throughout the paper, we use “spectrum sharing scheme” and
“technology” interchangeably wherever applicable.
The structure of our analysis is shown in Fig. 1. Specifi-

cally, we consider a three-stage decision-making process: In the
long term, the entrant NSP, denoted by , makes entry and
technology selection decisions to maximize its long-run profit;
in the medium term, the incumbent NSP, denoted by , and
NSP make pricing (or market share) decisions to maximize
their own revenue; and in the short term, users make subscrip-
tion decisions to maximize their own per-period utility. This
three-stage hierarchical order of decision making can be ex-
plained as follows. Although dynamic spectrum management
for femtocells has been proposed as a research thrust (e.g., [20]),
deployment of a spectrum sharing scheme incurs a large cost,
as it requires the network infrastructure and femtocell termi-
nals to be manufactured in compliance with the chosen spec-
trum sharing scheme [2]. It also requires the support of pro-
tocol stacks, which is costly to develop. For instance, if “split”

1We implicitly assume that the entrant has decided in advance how much
bandwidth to acquire if it chooses to enter the market. This assumption can be
relaxed without affecting our analysis. The decision of spectrum allocation (i.e.,
how much bandwidth allocated to femtocells and macrocells) is not explicitly
considered in the paper. However, spectrum allocation decision can be captured
if we treat different spectrum allocations (but possibly with the same spectrum
sharing scheme) as different technologies in the set . Please
see Section III for more details.
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Fig. 1. Three-stage decision-making problems of entrant and incumbent NSPs.

is chosen, then the femtocell terminals should be designed and
manufactured such that they are only able to operate on cer-
tain bandwidths dedicated to femtocells. Therefore, the spec-
trum sharing scheme is difficult to change once deployed, and
hence, it is a long-term strategy for an NSP [2].2 In contrast, an
NSP can adjust its price over the lifespan of its network infra-
structure, although the price cannot be updated as frequently as
the users change their subscription decisions. Overall, we can
assume that the users may change their subscription decisions
frequently (e.g., a few days or weeks as a period), an NSP’s
price is changed less frequently (e.g., several months or years
as a period), while an NSP’s technology is a long-term decision
(e.g., several years as a period). In order to evaluate and com-
pare the long-term profitability of networks with different tech-
nologies, the entrant NSP needs to predict its maximum profit
for each available technology. To maximize revenue given the
technology and the associated cost, the NSP needs to know the
users’ aggregate demand and their willingness to pay for the ser-
vice, and then chooses its optimal price. Hence, we study first
users’ dynamic decisions as to whether or not they subscribe
to the entrant for communications services (i.e., the short-term
problem), then revenue-maximizing pricing strategies (i.e., the
medium-term problem), and finally entry and technology selec-
tion for the potential entrant (i.e., the long-term problem). A
similar hierarchical analysis was considered in [3] in the con-
texts of Internet markets. Note that our study of user subscrip-
tion dynamics provides a deeper understanding of the users’
subscription decisions than directly assuming a certain form of
demand function (e.g., [3]) since our study characterizes both
the dynamics and equilibrium point in the process of users’ sub-
scription decisions.
When more users share the same network infrastructure, con-

gestion effects are typically observed in communications net-
works and especially in wireless networks where interferences
add to the difficulty in spectrum management [9], [14]. In eco-
nomics terms, congestion effects can be classified as a type of
negative network externality [28]. To capture congestion ef-
fects, we assume that the entrant provides each user with a
QoS that is modeled as a nonincreasing function in terms of the
number of subscribers. In the first part of this paper, we focus
on a market with no incumbent. By jointly considering the pro-
vided QoS and the charged price, users can dynamically decide
whether or not to subscribe to the entrant. Under the assumption

2Note that once the long-term spectrum sharing scheme is determined, dy-
namic spectrum management in femtocells is still possible (e.g., dynamic fre-
quency hopping among femtocell users depending on certain criteria such as
their instantaneous channel conditions).

that users make their subscription decisions based on the most
recent QoS and the current price, we show that, for any QoS
function and price, there exists a unique equilibrium point of the
user subscription dynamics at which the number of subscribers
does not change. Given a spectrum sharing scheme, if the QoS
degrades too fast when more users subscribe to the entrant, the
user subscription dynamics may not converge to the equilibrium
point. Hence, we find a sufficient condition for the QoS func-
tion to ensure the global convergence of the user subscription
dynamics. We also derive upper and lower bounds on the op-
timal price and market share that maximize the entrant’s rev-
enue. With linearly degrading QoS functions (which we show
can approximate the actual QoS functions very well), we obtain
the optimal price in a closed form. Then, the entrant can select
a technology out of its available options such that its long-term
profit is maximized.
Next, we turn to the analysis of a market with one incumbent

in the second part of our paper. For the convenience of anal-
ysis, we assume that the incumbent has sufficient resources to
provide each subscriber a guaranteed QoS (or to be more pre-
cise, a QoS that degrades sufficiently slowly such that it can
be approximated as a constant without losing much accuracy).3

Given the provided QoS and the charged prices, users dynam-
ically select the NSP that yields a higher (positive) utility. We
first show that, for any prices, the considered user subscription
dynamics always admits a unique equilibrium point, at which
no user wishes to change its subscription decision. We next ob-
tain a sufficient condition for the QoS functions to guarantee the
convergence of the user subscription dynamics. Then, we ana-
lyze competition between the two NSPs. Specifically, modeled
as a strategic player in a noncooperative game, each NSP aims
to maximize its own revenue by selecting its own market share
while regarding the market share of its competitor as fixed. This
is in sharp contrast with the existing related literature that typi-
cally studies price competition among NSPs. For the formulated
market-share competition game, we derive a sufficient condition
on the QoS function that guarantees the existence of at least one
pure Nash equilibrium (NE). Finally, we formalize the problem
of entry and spectrum-sharing scheme selection for the entrant
and complete our analysis by showing numerical results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

reviews related work, and Section III describes the model. In
Sections IV and V, we consider a market with no and with
one incumbent, respectively, to study the user subscription dy-
namics and revenue maximization. The problem of technology
selection is formalized in Section VI, and numerical results are
shown in Section VII. Finally, concluding remarks are offered
in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, communications markets have been attracting an
unprecedented amount of attention from various research com-
munities due to their rapid expansion. For instance, [2] com-
pared the profitability of different spectrum sharing schemes
in a femtocell market, whereas the user subscription dynamics
and the problem of spectrum-sharing scheme selection were
neglected. In [3], the authors studied an Internet market and

3The assumption of a constant QoS is relaxed in the subsequent work [19],
where we focus the capacity investment decision and consider heterogeneity in
the users’ data demands as well.
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derived the optimal capacity investments for Internet service
providers under various regulation policies. Reference [4]
studied technology adoption and competition between incum-
bent and emerging network technologies. Nevertheless, only
constant QoS functions were considered in [4]. Reference [5]
investigated market dynamics emerging when next-generation
networks and conventional networks coexist by applying a
market model that consists of content providers, NSPs, and
users. Nevertheless, the level of QoS that a certain technology
can provide was not considered in the model. In [6], the authors
showed that noncooperative communications markets suffer
from unfair revenue distribution among NSPs and proposed a
revenue-sharing mechanism that requires cooperation among
NSPs. The behavior of users and its impact on the revenue
distribution, however, were not explicitly considered in [6].
Without considering the interplay between different NSPs, the
authors in [7] formulated a rate allocation problem by incorpo-
rating the participation of content providers into the model and
derived equilibrium prices and data rates. Another paper related
to our work is [8], in which the authors examined the evolution
of network sizes in wireless social community networks. A
key assumption, based on which equilibrium was derived, is
that a social community network provides a higher QoS to
each user as the number of subscribers increases. While this
assumption is valid if network coverage is the dominant factor
determining the QoS or if positive network externalities exist,
it does not capture QoS degradation due to, for instance, user
traffic congestion incurred at an NSP. Reference [9] focused
on a communications market with congestion costs and studied
efficiency loss in terms of social welfare in both monopoly and
oligopoly markets. However, an implicit assumption in [9] is
that users are homogeneous in the sense that their valuations
of QoS are the same. In [12], the authors considered users’
time-dependent utilities and proposed time-dependent pricing
schemes that maximize either social welfare or the service
provider’s revenue. Although congestion effects were taken
into account, the convergence of the user subscription dynamics
and competition between NSPs were not studied.

III. MODEL

In this section, we provide a general model for the NSPs and
users in a femtocell communications market. Note that in addi-
tion to femtocell markets, our model also applies to other com-
munications markets such as cognitive radio markets.

A. NSPs

Consider a femtocell market with one incumbent NSP and a
potential entrant NSP, denoted by and , respectively. In
the paper, we focus on the entry and technology selection for
the entrant. Thus, it is assumed that the incumbent NSP has
already deployed its technology, whereas the entrant NSP , if
it decides to enter the market, can select a technology from its
available options, denoted by , to maximize its
long-term profit. It should be pointed out that we use instead
of a specific integer to keep the model general. For the com-
pleteness of definition, we use “Not Enter” to represent
that the entrant chooses not to enter the market, which yields
zero long-term profit. In our considered scenario, a technology
represents a spectrum sharing scheme, and the available options

for the entrant are “split,” “common,” and “partially shared” (or
a subset of these three) in addition to “Not Enter,” whereas the
decision of spectrum allocation (i.e., how much bandwidth al-
located to femtocells and macrocells) is not explicitly consid-
ered in the paper. However, the spectrum allocation decision
can be captured if we treat different spectrum allocations (but
possibly with the same spectrum sharing scheme) as different
technologies in the set . Moreover, we can
also incorporate the entrant’s network capacity decision into our
model by considering different capacities (but possibly with the
same spectrum sharing scheme and/or spectrum allocation) as
different technologies. Thus, a technology can be considered as
a combination of resources (e.g., spectrum) and the way to uti-
lize available resources.
Note that, as we stated in Section I, technology selection

is a long-term decision, while users’ subscription and NSPs’
pricing decisions are short-term andmedium-term, respectively.
Hence, the incumbent cannot change its technology regardless
of whether the entrant enters the market or not [3]. We also as-
sume that the incumbent NSP has sufficient resources (e.g.,
network capacity) while the entrant NSP does not. An ex-
ample that fits into our assumptions on the NSPs is that the en-
trant is a small startup. Hence, the QoS provided by the incum-
bent degrades much more slowly than that provided by the en-
trant and can be approximated as a constant without losingmuch
accuracy (see Fig. 4 and its explanation for more details). On the
other hand, as in [15] and [18] where the authors considered con-
gestion effects because of limited resources, we consider that the
QoS provided by the entrant NSP degrades with the number
of its subscribers. Let be the fraction of users subscribing to
NSP for . Then, and satisfy and

. Also, let be the QoS provided by NSP for
. We assume that is independent of while is

nonincreasing in .We use a function defined on [0, 1] to
express the QoS provided by NSP as , if NSP
selects as its technology. We suppress the subscript when
we analyze user subscription dynamics and NSP pricing deci-
sions for notional convenience. Note that the QoS metric can be
anything that users care about (e.g., throughput, delay, etc.). By
considering average (normalized) throughput as the QoSmetric,
we shall discuss in Section VII how to derive the QoS function
as a function of the number of subscribers. If the QoS is subject
to multiple factors (e.g., throughput and delay), then we can ex-
press the QoS as a multivariable function that takes into account
all these factors.

B. Users

There is a continuum of users that can potentially subscribe
to one of the NSPs for communication services. The continuum
model approximates well the real user population if there is a
sufficiently large number of users in the market so that each
individual user is negligible. As in [8] and [14], we assume
throughout this paper that each user can subscribe to at most
one NSP at any time instant. Users are heterogeneous in the
sense that they may value the same level of QoS differently.
Each user is characterized by a nonnegative real number ,
which represents its valuation of QoS. Specifically, when user
subscribes to NSP , its utility is given by

(1)
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where is the subscription price charged by NSP , for
. Note that no other fees are charged by the NSPs. Users that

do not subscribe to either of the two NSPs obtain zero utility.
In (1), the product of the QoS and the valuation of QoS rep-
resents the benefit received by a user and the price represents
cost. We assume that a user’s utility is the benefit from the ser-
vice minus monetary cost. The unit of user ’s valuation of QoS
(i.e., ) is chosen such that has the same unit with that of
the payment , for . Note that in our model the NSPs
are allowed to engage in neither QoS discrimination nor price
discrimination. That is, all users subscribing to the same NSP
receive the same QoS and pay the same subscription price.
Now, we impose assumptions on the QoS function of NSP ,

user subscription decisions, and the users’ valuations of QoS as
follows.
Assumption 1: For any technology

is a nonincreasing and continuously differentiable4 function,
and for all .
Assumption 2: Each user subscribes to NSP if
and for and . If

, user subscribes to NSP .5

Assumption 3: The users’ valuations of QoS follow a prob-
ability distribution whose probability density function (PDF)

is strictly positive and continuous on for some
. For completeness of definition, we have for all

. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) is given
by for all .
We briefly discuss the above three assumptions.

Assumption 1 captures congestion effects that users experience
when subscribing to NSP with limited resources. Since
NSP has more resources than NSP , it is natural that

for (see Fig. 4 for illustration).
Assumption 2 can be interpreted as a rational subscription
decision. A rational user will subscribe to the NSP that provides
a higher utility if at least one NSP provides a nonnegative
utility, and to neither NSP otherwise. Assumption 3 can be
considered as an expression of user diversity in terms of the
valuations of QoS. The lower bound on the interval is set as
zero to simplify the analysis, and as considered in [2], this
will be the case when there is enough diversity in the users’
valuations of QoS so that there are nonsubscribers for any
positive price.

C. Assumptions and Remarks

In the following, we list important assumptions made in this
paper to further clarify our model and the scenario on which we
focus.
1) Constant QoS provided by the incumbent: The incumbent
has sufficient (or overprovisioned) resources, such as avail-
able spectrum, and thus it can provide a constant QoS to
each user regardless of the number of subscribers.

4Since is defined on [0, 1], we use a one-sided limit to define the deriva-
tive of at 0 and 1, i.e., and

.
5Specifying an alternative tie-breaking rule (e.g., random selection between

the two NSPs) in case of will not affect the analysis of this
paper, since the fraction of indifferent users is zero under Assumption 3 and
thus the revenue of the NSPs is independent of the tie-breaking rule. A similar
remark holds for the tie-breaking rule between subscribing and not subscribing
in case of for such that .

2) No positive network externalities: The QoS provided by
the entrant NSP is (weakly) decreasing in the number of
its subscribers.

3) Lower QoS provided by the entrant than by the incumbent:
The QoS provided by the entrant is lower than that pro-
vided by the incumbent.

4) Pricing-taking users:Users take the prices set by the NSPs
as given, rather than anticipating the impacts of their deci-
sions on the prices.

5) No switching cost:There is no cost, referred to as switching
cost, incurred when users change their subscription deci-
sions (see Section IV-A for more details).

Before proceeding with the analysis, we explain some of the
assumptions in the following remarks.
Remark 1 (Constant QoS Provided by the Incumbent): Given

sufficient resources, the QoS provided by the incumbent de-
grades sufficiently slowly such that it can be approximated as a
constant without losing much accuracy (see Fig. 4 for more de-
tails). If the qualities of services provided by both the incumbent
and the entrant are degrading as more users subscribe, then the
price and the degradable QoS will jointly affect the users’ sub-
scription decisions. Although the corresponding quantitative re-
sults will be different, the qualitative results remain unchanged.
For example, the entrant NSP providing a uniformly lower QoS
needs to charge a lower price in order to maximize its revenue.
Remark 2 (No Positive Network Externalities): We note that

compared to positive network externalities,6 negative network
externalities are typically considered as dominating effects
in wireless networking research, including femtocell research
(e.g., [2]). For instance, when more users subscribe, congestion
and interferences become intolerable, if the network resource
(e.g., capacity) is not sufficient, and will significantly affect
the users’ experiences. In general, suppressing the positive
network externalities while only focusing on negative network
effects (i.e., congestion effects) is a common approach in
wireless networking and some operational research to studying
the interaction among multiple network service providers (see,
e.g., [2], [3], [9], [10], [14]–[16], and references therein). If
positive network externalities are also taken into account in our
model, there may exist multiple and possibly unstable equilib-
rium points in the user subscription dynamics. By considering
the utility function for user ,
where , and captures the positive
network externalities), we show in Fig. 2 the user subscription
dynamics with positive network externalities in a market with
no incumbent. The details of specifying the user subscription
dynamics are provided in Section IV-A. We see that if
(i.e., not too large compared to , or the effects of
negative externalities do not increase significantly when more
users subscribe), then the convergence can be observed (from
different starting points). Fig. 2 only shows a few instances
for the ease of illustration, while more numerical results can
be shown to support our statement. Note that because of the
term with representing the positive network ex-
ternalities, we cannot theoretically guarantee the convergence
starting from any initial points and given any charged price.
Nevertheless, with , it can be shown based on contraction

6A primary source of positive network externalities is the (supply-side)
economies of scale. Specifically, as there are more subscribers in a femtocell
network, the NSP can make an investment to improve the service quality.
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Fig. 2. User subscription dynamics in a market with no incumbent.
. , and .

(top) and (bottom) .

mapping [25] that the existence of a unique equilibrium point
and the convergence can be guaranteed for any charged price
and any initial point if the condition

(2)

is satisfied. We see from (2) that cannot be too large given
and . This is similar to our derived sufficient condition for

the convergence of user subscription dynamics without posi-
tive network externalities. Similar results hold for the market
with one incumbent and are not shown here for brevity. A com-
prehensive investigation of the coexistence of both positive and
negative network externalities will be left for our future work.
Remark 3 (Lower QoS Provided by the Entrant Than by

the Incumbent): Given the three-stage decisions shown in
Fig. 1, we implicitly assume that the NSP can afford any
available technology at the beginning and, hence, there is no
need to “upgrade” the initially chosen technology afterwards.
In general, there are two types of constraints—budget and
technology7—that limit the entrant’s technology selection. “No
budget constraint” is assumed in the sense that the entrant
can choose any technologies that are available for its selec-
tion. Thus, technology selection is primarily subject to the
technology availability. Specifically, we focus on the case in
which the technology available for the entrant is inferior to the
incumbent’s in terms of QoS provisioning (i.e.,
for ). In particular, in the case where the entrant
has fewer resources than the incumbent (but the way to utilize
the resources, e.g., spectrum sharing scheme, is the same), the
QoS offered by the entrant will be lower than that offered by
the incumbent (see, e.g., Fig. 4). This situation may arise in
several practical scenarios—for example, if the incumbent is
a wireless operator serving primary users while the incumbent
operates a cognitive radio network serving secondary users that
only opportunistically access to the “spectrum holes.” Another
scenario is that upon the entrant’s entry into a femtocell market,
only very limited spectrum is available, while the incumbent

7Recall that a technology can be considered as a combination of resources
(e.g., spectrum) and the way to utilize available resources.

has already obtained a much larger range of spectrum. In each
of these scenarios, we expect that the QoS provided by the
entrant is not as good as the incumbent’s, even though the in-
cumbent’s budget is sufficient to cover its entry and technology
selection.
Remark 4 (Price-Taking Users): The assumption of

price-taking users is reasonable when there is a sufficiently
large number of potential subscribers. In such cases, the impact
of a single individual’s subscription decision on the decisions
of the NSPs is negligible. In this paper, we use a continuum
model to analyze the case of a sufficiently large number of
potential subscribers.
Remark 5 (Applicability of Our Model): Besides the fem-

tocell market we focus on, our proposed model applies to
a number of other communications markets. In particular,
we can apply the model to study the spectrum acquisition
decision (i.e., how much spectrum to purchase/lease from the
spectrum owner) made by a small wireless carrier providing
wireless cellular services, by a mobile virtual network oper-
ator (MVNO) [21], or by an entrant providing cognitive radio
access services [22]. In such scenarios, the long-term “tech-
nology selection” in our model becomes “spectrum acquisition
decision,” whereas the medium-term pricing decision and
short-term user subscription decisions remain unaffected.

IV. FEMTOCELL MARKET WITH NO INCUMBENT

In this section, we study user subscription dynamics and rev-
enue maximization for the entrant in a femtocell market with no
incumbent. In this scenario, the entrant becomes the monopo-
list in the market. In practice, this corresponds to an emerging
market that an entrant tries to explore. We study first the user
subscription dynamics and then the problem of revenue maxi-
mization, based on which the entrant can finally select its tech-
nology with which its profit is maximized.

A. User Subscription Dynamics

When the entrant NSP operates in amarket with no incum-
bent, each user has a choice of whether to subscribe to NSP
or not at each time instant. Since the QoS provided by NSP
is varying with the fraction of its subscribers,8 each user will
form a belief on the QoS of NSP when it makes a subscrip-
tion decision. To describe the dynamics of user subscription,
we construct and analyze a dynamic model that specifies how
users form their beliefs and make decisions based on their be-
liefs. We consider a discrete-time model with time periods in-
dexed . At each period , user holds a belief on the
QoS of NSP , denoted by , and the subscript denotes the
user index, and makes a subscription decision to maximize its
expected utility in the current period.9 Then, user subscribes to
NSP at period if and only if . As in [4] and [8],
an implicit assumption is that, other than the subscription price,
there is no cost involved in subscription decisions (e.g., initia-
tion fees, termination fees, device prices). We specify that every
user expects that the QoS in the current period is equal to that

8“Fraction of subscribers” of an NSP is used throughout this paper to mean
the proportion of users in the market that subscribe to this NSP.
9An example consistent with our subscription timing is a “Pay-As-You-Go”

plan in which a subscribing user pays a fixed service charge for a period of time
(day, week, or month) and is free to quit its subscription at any time period,
effective from the next time period.
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in the previous period. That is, we have for
, where is the fraction of subscribers at period .10

By substituting into , we can see
that user subscribes to NSP if and only if .

That is, only those users with a valuation of QoS greater than
or equal to will subscribe to NSP at time . Thus,

the fraction of subscribers of NSP evolves following a se-
quence in [0, 1] generated by

(3)

for , starting from a given initial point .
Note that the price of NSP is held fixed over time. Given
the user subscription dynamics (3), we are interested in whether
the fraction of subscribers will stabilize in the long run and, if
so, to what value. As a first step, we define an equilibrium point
of the user subscription dynamics.
Definition 1: is an equilibrium point of the user subscrip-

tion dynamics in the monopoly market of NSP if it satisfies

(4)

Definition 1 implies that once an equilibrium point is reached,
the fraction of subscribers remains the same from that point on.
Thus, equilibrium points are natural candidates for the long-run
fraction of subscribers. The following proposition, whose proof
is deferred to [23], establishes the existence and uniqueness of
an equilibrium point.
Proposition 1: For any nonnegative price , there exists a

unique equilibrium point of the user subscription dynamics in
the market of NSP .
Although the analysis in this paper applies to a general QoS

function , we consider a class of simple QoS functions
defined below in order to obtain a closed-form expression of the
equilibrium point and solve the revenue maximization problem
explicitly.
Definition 2: The QoS function is linearly degrading

if for all , for some and
. In particular, a linearly degrading QoS function with

, i.e., for all , is referred to as a
constant QoS function.
Linearly degrading QoS functions model a variety of applica-

tions including flow control in [13] and capacity sharing in [15].
More importantly, it can be viewed as an affine approximation
of real QoS functions, and we shall see in the numerical results
that the affine approximation is reasonably close to the actual
QoS functions. With a linearly degrading QoS function and uni-
formly distributed valuations of QoS, we can obtain a simple
closed-form expression of the equilibrium point. Specifically,
with for and for

, the equilibrium point of the user subscription dy-
namics in the market of NSP can be expressed as a function
of as follows:

(5)

10This model of belief formation is called naive or static expectations in [24].
A similar dynamic model of belief formation and decision making has been
extensively adopted in the existing literature (see, e.g., [4], [8], and [14]).

if , and if .
Our equilibrium analysis so far guarantees the existence of

a unique stable point of the user subscription dynamics. How-
ever, it does not discuss whether the unique stable point will
be eventually reached. To answer this question, we turn to the
analysis of the convergence properties of the user subscription
dynamics. The convergence of the user subscription dynamics is
not always guaranteed, especially when the QoS provided by the
monopolist degrades rapidly with respect to the fraction of sub-
scribers. As a hypothetical example, suppose that only a small
fraction of users subscribe to NSP at period and each sub-
scriber obtains a high QoS. In our model of belief formation,
users expect that the QoS will remain high at period , and
thus a large fraction of users subscribe at period , which
will result in a low QoS at period . This in turn will in-
duce a small fraction of subscribers at period . When the
QoS is very sensitive to the fraction of subscribers, the user sub-
scription dynamics may oscillate around or diverge away from
the equilibrium point, and thus convergence may not be ob-
tained. The following theorem provides a sufficient condition
under which the user subscription dynamics always converges.
Theorem 1: For any nonnegative price , the user subscrip-

tion dynamics specified by (3) converges to the unique equilib-
rium point starting from any initial point if

(6)

where .
Proof: The proof is omitted for brevity and can be found

in [23].
By applying Theorem 1 to linearly degrading QoS functions,

we obtain the following result.
Corollary 1: If the QoS function is linearly degrading,

i.e., for , and

(7)

where , then the user subscription dy-
namics converges to the unique equilibrium point starting from
any initial point .
The condition (6) in Theorem 1 is sufficient but not necessary

for the convergence of the user subscription dynamics. In par-
ticular, we observe through numerical simulations that in some
cases (e.g., for and for

) the user subscription dynamics converges for a wide
range of prices although the condition (6) is violated. Neverthe-
less, the sufficient condition provides us with the insight that if
QoS degradation is too fast (i.e., is larger than
for some ), the dynamics may oscillate or diverge. If
our analysis is applied to study the spectrum acquisition deci-
sion, a practical implication of the derived convergence condi-
tion (which may also be mapped into the spectrum requirement)
is that the acquired spectrum should be sufficiently large such
that the congestion does not grow too rapidly when more users
subscribe [19].
We set up our basic model by assuming that all the users will

simultaneously make their subscription decisions at the begin-
ning of each decision period, i.e., “simultaneous/synchronous
move.” However, it should be noted that we can generalize the
user subscription dynamics by assuming that only fraction of
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users, where , change their subscription decisions in
each period. In this generalized scenario, not all the users make
their decisions simultaneously, while only fraction of users in
the market do.We still assume that all the users that change their
subscription decisions expect that the QoS they receive in the
next time period will be the same as that in the current time pe-
riod. This can be viewed as “asynchronous move,” under which
the user subscription dynamics is generated by

(8)

for , starting from an initial point . For
the more general user subscription dynamics in (8), our orig-
inal existence and uniqueness analysis is still valid, whereas the
convergence analysis (Theorem 1) is affected and the sufficient
convergence condition is modified as

(9)

As the condition (9) is more easily satisfied for a smaller , we
see that there is a tradeoff between the guarantee of convergence
and the speed of convergence. There exist other dynamics, such
as continuous-time dynamics, modeling the user subscription
process, and interested readers may refer to [4] for a detailed
analysis.
Next, we discuss the cost involved when users change their

subscription decisions. For simplicity, we assume that the costs
of activating and terminating the subscription are the same, and
we refer to this cost as switching cost denoted by , which in-
cludes, but is not limited to, time spent in calling the customer
service, activation fees, and early termination fees. By charging
this cost, the NSP creates the effect of user “lock-in,” which we
note may result in multiple equilibrium points and different con-
vergence behaviors, subject to the initial point. For instance, in
the extreme case in which the cost is so high (e.g., greater than

, which is the highest benefit that a user can possibly gain
by subscribing to NSP ) that no users would like to change
their subscription decisions, every possible value of
is an equilibrium point. In general, if user is a subscriber in the
time period , it will continue the subscription in the next time
period if

(10)

On the other hand, if user is not a subscriber in the time pe-
riod , it will choose to subscribe to the NSP in the next time
period if

(11)

While rigorous analysis of is left as our future work, we
show in Fig. 3 the impact of switching cost on the users’
subscription decisions. The upper plot indicates that switching
costs may make the user subscription dynamics converge even
though the QoS degrades rapidly such that the user subscription
dynamics does not converge without switching costs. We ex-
plain this point by noting that, with switching costs, fewer users
will change their subscription decisions, and hence the user sub-
scription dynamics converges under milder conditions. With

Fig. 3. User subscription dynamics in a market with no incumbent. .
For (top) and (bottom) .

switching costs imposed, it can also be seen from Fig. 3 that
there may exist multiple equilibria in the user subscription
dynamics and the equilibrium, to which the user subscription
dynamics converges, depends on the initial point. Since the
analysis of the NSP’s pricing decision and technology selection
largely relies on the equilibrium point of the user subscription
dynamics, the existence of multiple equilibrium points is chal-
lenging to deal with and loses mathematical tractability. Thus,
as in the existing related literature (e.g., [4], [8], and [15]),
the switching cost is not considered in our paper. Moreover,
neglecting the switching cost is particularly applicable in a
setting where handover and service provider selection in real
time are possible.

B. Revenue Maximization

Building on the equilibrium analysis of the user subscription
dynamics, we are now interested in finding an optimal price of
NSP that maximizes its equilibrium revenue in the market
with no incumbent.11 Note that the optimal revenue is associated
with the technology selected by NSP . To keep the notion
succinct, we omit the subscript of in the revenue and express
it as

(12)

where is the equilibrium point of the user subscription
dynamics at price . It can be shown that
is strictly decreasing on , and for all

, where is the maximum valuation of QoS of
all the users. As a result, NSP will gain a positive revenue
only if it sets a price in , and thus a revenue-max-
imizing price lies in . However, it is difficult to di-
rectly obtain an explicit expression of that
maximizes even when the QoS function is linearly de-
grading and the users’ valuations of QoS are uniformly dis-
tributed since is a complicated function of as can
be seen in (5). In the following analysis, we reformulate the
revenue maximization problem by applying the marginal user

11By focusing on equilibrium revenue, we implicitly assume that the unique
equilibrium point is reached within a relatively short period of time.
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principle12 [17], [18]. Specifically, we change the choice vari-
able in the revenue maximization problem.
Suppose that a marginal user exists, whose valuation of QoS

is denoted by . Then, from the utility function in (1), we can see
that all the users with valuations of QoS greater than receive
a positive utility and thus subscribe to NSP [2], [17]. Hence,
when a marginal user has a valuation of QoS , the
fraction of subscribers is given by . Also, for a
given price , there exists a unique valuation of
QoS of a marginal user , and the relationship between
and is given by

(13)

Based on the above relationships between , and , we can
formulate the revenue maximization problem using different
choice variables as follows:

(14)

where is the inverse function of defined on
[0, 1].13 It is clear that a solution to each of the above three
problems exists since the constraint set is compact and the ob-
jective function is continuous. Let , and be a solution
to each respective problem in (14). By imposing an assumption
on the distribution of the users’ valuations of QoS, we obtain
upper and lower bounds on , and in Proposition 2,
whose proof is given in [23].
Proposition 2: Suppose that is nonincreasing on .

Then, optimal variables solving the revenue maximization
problem in (14) satisfy

, and .
The nonincreasing property of can be considered as rep-

resenting a class of emerging markets where there are fewer
users with higher valuations of QoS provided by the NSP [28].
Proposition 2 shows that when the monopolist maximizes its
revenue in an emerging market, no more than half of the users,
only those whose valuations are sufficiently high are served. In
other words, in an emerging market, the NSP will serve a mi-
nority of users with high valuations to maximize its revenue.
Since a uniform distribution satisfies the nonincreasing prop-
erty, applying Proposition 2 to the case of a uniform distribu-
tion of the users’ valuations of QoS (i.e., and

for ) yields
and . If, in addition, the QoS function satisfies
the sufficient condition (6) for convergence, we obtain tighter
bounds on optimal variables.
Corollary 2: With a uniform distribution of the users’ valu-

ations of QoS and a linearly degrading QoS function, we can
obtain explicit expressions of optimal variables of the revenue
maximization problem as follows:

(15)

12In the market with no incumbent, marginal users are users that are indif-
ferent between subscribing and not subscribing to NSP given the received
QoS and the charged price. In our model, a marginal user receives zero utility.
13We define and .

Fig. 4. QoS function (with a unit of “bit/sec”) and approximation. The ac-
tual and approximated QoS functions are plotted in markers and solid lines,
respectively. Approximated QoS functions:

(split), (common).

(16)

Suppose that for and
for all . Then, optimal variables solving the revenue
maximization problem in (14) satisfy

,
and .and . The
high-level insight from this result is that the optimal price max-
imizing the NSP’s revenue should be decreased if the QoS de-
grades more quickly and that the optimal market share is inde-
pendent of the interval on which the users’ valuation of QoS
is uniformly distributed. Moreover, the result quantifies the im-
pacts of the QoS function (i.e., maximum QoS and degrading
rate) as well as the users’ valuation of QoS on the optimal price.
For instance, as shown in Fig. 5(a), the NSP does not incur a sig-
nificant revenue loss if its equilibrium market share is around
one half, whereas its revenue loss is nearly 10% and more if
its equilibrium market share is less than 0.4 or greater than
0.6. This indicates that the NSP’s revenue is close to its op-
timum if the NSP serves around one half of the market, while
both underserving and overserving will significantly reduce the
NSP’s revenue. Due to the implicit and explicit coupling in-
volved in our considered three-decision-making process, it is
difficult to see how the quantitative result in the pricing decision
stage directly affects the entrant’s long-term technology selec-
tion. Nevertheless, solving the revenue maximization problem
(i.e., medium-term problem) explicitly serves as a basis for the
entrant to decide whether or not to enter the market and se-
lect the technology that maximizes its long-term profit (i.e.,
long-term problem).
Finally, we note that in order to maximize its equilibrium rev-

enue, the entrant needs to know the distribution of the users’ val-
uations of QoS by conducting market surveys and using data-
mining and learning techniques. The details of information ac-
quisition are beyond the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 5. Market with no incumbent. (a) Revenue versus the market share with no incumbent. The revenues based on the actual and approximated QoS functions are
plotted in circles and solid line, respectively. (b) Convergence of the user subscription dynamics with no incumbent. and
(split). (c) Revenue versus the market share with no incumbent. Circle: common. Triangle: split.

V. FEMTOCELL MARKET WITH ONE INCUMBENT

In this section, we analyze user subscription dynamics and
market competition for the entrant in a femtocel market with one
incumbent. In other words, the two NSPs operate and compete
against each other in a duopoly market.

A. User Subscription Dynamics

With the two NSPs operating in the market, each user has
three possible choices at each time instant: subscribe to NSP ,
subscribe to NSP , and subscribe to neither. As in the market
with no incumbent, we consider a dynamic model in which the
users update their beliefs andmake subscription decisions at dis-
crete time period . The users expect that the QoS
provided by NSP in the current period is equal to that in
the previous period and make their subscription decisions to
maximize their expected utility in the current period [8]. We
assume that, other than the subscription price, there is no cost
involved in subscription decisions (e.g., initiation fees, termina-
tion fees) when users switch between NSP and NSP [4].
By Assumption 2, at period , user subscribes to
NSP if and only if

(17)

to NSP if and only if

(18)

and to neither NSP if and only if

(19)

By solving (17)–(19), it can be shown that, given the
prices , the user subscription dynamics is described by a
sequence in
generated by

(20)

(21)

if , and by

(22)

(23)

if , for , starting from a given
initial point . Note that there are two regimes of the
user subscription dynamics, and which regime governs the dy-
namics depends on the relative values of the prices per QoS,
i.e., and . Specifically, if the price per QoS
offered by NSP is higher than that offered by NSP (i.e.,

), then users who are sensitive to prices
(i.e., those whose valuations are not sufficiently high and lie be-
tween and ) will prefer NSP to NSP .

We give the definition of an equilibrium point, which is sim-
ilar to Definition 1.
Definition 3: is an equilibrium point of the user sub-

scription dynamics in the duopoly market of NSP and if
it satisfies

(24)

We establish the existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium
point and provide equations characterizing it in Proposition 3,
whose proof is deferred to [23].
Proposition 3: For any nonnegative price pair , there

exists a unique equilibrium point of the user subscrip-
tion dynamics in the market with one incumbent. Moreover,

satisfies

if

if

(25)

where and .
Proposition 3 indicates that, given any prices , the

market shares of the two NSPs are uniquely determined when
the fraction of users subscribing to each NSP no longer changes.
Theoretically, this result ensures that if the NSPs choose the
optimal prices (and also the entrant NSP selects the optimal
technology), then their corresponding profits will be maximized
since the resulting outcome (e.g., equilibrium) is unique and
the NSPs face no uncertainty in the user subscription dynamics.
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Proposition 3 also shows that the structure of the equilibrium
point depends on the relative values of and .
Specifically, if the price per QoS of NSP is always lower
than or equal to that of NSP , i.e., , then
no users subscribe to NSP at the equilibrium point. On
the other hand, if NSP offers a lower price per QoS to its
first subscriber than NSP does, i.e., , then
both NSP and NSP may attract a positive fraction of
subscribers. This result regarding the price per QoS quantifies
the necessary condition on prices that the entrant NSP should
set such that it can receive a positive revenue. We note that,
although it may be familiar to researchers and/or managers,
this result is important and relevant for the completeness of
study, as it rigorously characterizes the equilibrium outcome in
the user subscription dynamics and serves as the basis for both
NSPs to make pricing decisions and for the entrant to make
technology decisions. The importance of Proposition 3 can also
be reflected in recent works (e.g., [2], [4], [8], and [15]), which
establish similar results under various settings.
We now investigate whether the user subscription dynamics

specified by (20)–(23) stabilizes as time passes. As in themarket
with no incumbent, the considered user subscription dynamics is
guaranteed to converge to the unique equilibrium when the QoS
degradation of NSP is not too fast. In the following theorem,
we provide a sufficient condition for convergence.
Theorem 2: For any nonnegative price pair , the

user subscription dynamics specified by (20)–(23) converges
to the unique equilibrium point starting from any initial
point if

(26)

where .
Proof: See [23].

Note that the condition (26) imposes a more stringent require-
ment on the QoS function than the condition (6) does, since

for all . However, the condi-
tion (26) provides us with a similar insight that, if QoS degra-
dation is severe, the user subscription dynamics may exhibit os-
cillation or divergence.

B. Revenue Maximization

We now study revenue maximization in the market with one
incumbent. In the economics literature, competition among a
small number of firms has been analyzed using game theory,
following largely two distinct approaches: Bertrand competi-
tion and Cournot competition [26]. In Bertrand competition,
firms choose prices independently while supplying quantities
demanded at the chosen prices. On the other hand, in Cournot
competition, firms choose quantities independently while prices
are determined in the markets to equate demand with the chosen
quantities. In the case of monopoly, whether the monopolist
chooses the price or the quantity does not affect the outcome
since there is a one-to-one relationship between the price and
the quantity given a downward-sloping demand function. This
point was illustrated with our model in Section IV-B. On the
contrary, in the presence of strategic interaction, whether firms
choose prices or quantities can affect the outcome significantly.
For example, it is well known that identical firms producing

a homogeneous good obtain zero profit in the equilibrium of
Bertrand competition, while they obtain a positive profit in the
equilibrium of Cournot competition, if they have a constant mar-
ginal cost of production and face a linear demand function.
We first consider Bertrand competition between the two

NSPs. Let be the market share of NSP , for
, at the unique equilibrium point of the considered user

subscription dynamics given a price pair . can be
interpreted as a demand function of NSP , and the revenue
of NSP at the equilibrium point can be expressed as14

, for . Bertrand competition
in the market can be formulated as a noncooperative game
specified by

(27)

A price pair is said to be a (pure) NE of (or a
Bertrand equilibrium) if it satisfies

(28)

It can be shown that, if a Bertrand equilibrium exists, it
must satisfy

(29)

and so that , for .
However, since the functions , are defined
implicitly by (25), it is difficult to provide a primitive condition
on that guarantees the existence of a Bertrand equilibrium.
We now consider Cournot competition between the two

NSPs. Let be the market share chosen by NSP ,
for . Suppose that so that the chosen
market shares are feasible. Let , be
the prices that clear the market, i.e., the prices that satisfy

for . Note first that,
given a price pair , if a user subscribes to NSP ,
i.e., and , then
all the users whose valuations of QoS are larger than also
subscribe to NSP . Also, if a user subscribes to one of
the NSPs, i.e., , then
all the users whose valuations of QoS are larger than also
subscribe to one of the NSPs. Therefore, realizing positive
market shares requires two types of marginal users
whose valuations of QoS are specified by and with

. In particular, is the valuation of QoS
of a marginal user that is indifferent between subscribing to
NSP and NSP , while is the valuation of QoS of a
marginal user that is indifferent between subscribing to NSP
and neither. The expressions for and that realize

such that and are given by

(30)

(31)

Also, by solving the indifference conditions,
and , we obtain a unique

14Without causing ambiguity, in the following analysis, we also express the
revenue of an NSP as a function of the fraction of subscribers.
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price pair that realizes such that and

(32)

(33)

Note that the expressions (30)–(33) are still valid even when
for some , although uniqueness is no longer

obtained. Hence, we can interpret , as a function
defined on , i.e., an
inverse demand function in economics terminology. Then
the revenue of when the NSPs choose is
given by , for . We define

, if , i.e., if the market
shares chosen by the NSPs are infeasible. Cournot competition
in the market can be formulated as a noncooperative game
specified by

(34)

A market share pair is said to be a (pure) NE of
(or a Cournot equilibrium) if it satisfies

(35)

Note that (1, 1) is an NE of , which yields zero profit to both
NSPs. To eliminate this inefficient and counterintuitive equi-
librium, we restrict the strategy space of each NSP to [0, 1).
Deleting 1 from the strategy space can also be justified by noting
that is a weakly dominated strategy for NSP , for
, since for all
.15 We use to represent the Cournot competition game

with the restricted strategy space [0, 1). The following lemma
bounds the market shares that solve the revenue maximization
problem of each NSP, when the PDF of the users’ valuations of
QoS satisfies the nonincreasing property as in Proposition 2.
Lemma 1: Suppose that is nonincreasing on . Let

be amarket share that maximizes the revenue of NSP
provided that NSP chooses , i.e.,

. Then, for all
, for all . Moreover, if

, for .
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2 and

omitted for brevity.
Lemma 1 implies that, when the strategy space is specified as

[0, 1) and satisfies the nonincreasing property, strategies
are strictly dominated for . Hence, if

an NE of exists, then it must satisfy
, which yields positive revenues for both NSPs. Fur-

thermore, since a revenue-maximizing NSP never uses a strictly
dominated strategy, the set of NE of is not affected by re-
stricting the strategy space to [0, 1/2]. Based on the discussion
so far, we can provide a sufficient condition on and
that guarantees the existence of an NE of .

15 is a weakly (strictly) dominated strategy for NSP in
if there exists another strategy such that

for all .

Theorem 3: Suppose that is nonincreasing and contin-
uously differentiable on .16 If and satisfy

(36)

(37)

for all , then the game has at least one
NE.

Proof: See [23].
We briefly discuss the conditions (36) and (37) in Theorem 3

as follows. Under these conditions, one NSP lowers its market
share to maximize its revenue when the other NSP increases
its market share. In other words, if we treat as the action
of NSP , then the game becomes a supermodular game and
exhibits a strategic complementarity, i.e., the NSPs’ strategies
are compliments to each other [27]. Due to the general distribu-
tion of the users’ valuations of QoS, it is difficult to characterize
QoS functions satisfying the conditions (36) and (37). Neverthe-
less, if we focus on the uniform distribution of the users’ valu-
ations of QoS, the conditions (36) and (37) coincide and reduce
to , and thus we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 3: Suppose that the users’ valuations of QoS are

uniformly distributed, i.e., for . If
for all , then the game

has at least one NE.
Corollary 3 states that if the elasticity of the QoS provided

by NSP with respect to the fraction of its subscribers is no
larger than 1 (i.e., ), the Cournot com-
petition game with the strategy space [0, 1) has at least one
NE. Note that the condition (6) in Theorem 1 can be rewritten
as for all , where

. Thus, the condition in Corollary 3 is anal-
ogous to the sufficient condition for convergence in that it re-
quires that the QoS provided by NSP cannot degrade too fast
with respect to the fraction of subscribers. We explain this point
by considering a hypothetical scenario as follows. If NSP in-
creases its action (i.e., lowers its market share) and the QoS
provided by NSP degrades very rapidly when more users
subscribe, then NSP does not necessarily want to increase its
market share to maximize its revenue. This is because if NSP
increases its market share, then its QoS may be very low due to
the severe degradation. Correspondingly, NSP has to charge
a very low price to maintain the increased market share, and
hence, its revenue may not be maximized. Thus, strategic com-
plementarity does not necessarily hold, and anNEmay not exist.
With a linearly degrading QoS function , we

16We define the derivative of at 0 and using a one-sided limit as in
footnote 4.
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can obtain explicit expressions of the NSPs’ best responses as
follows:

(38)

(39)

Moreover, we have the following corollary regarding the NE of
the game .
Corollary 4: If the users’ valuations of QoS are uniformly

distributed, i.e., for , and the QoS
function is linearly degrading, i.e., for

, then the game has a unique NE, which can be
reached through the best response dynamics specified in (38)
and (39).

Proof: By plugging into the condition
, for all , in Corollary 3,

we see that , for all , since .
Hence, the existence of NE is proved. The uniqueness of NE
can be proved by solving the NE condition and checking that
only one point satisfies and

. Since the condition in Corollary 3 is satisfied, if we treat
as the action of NSP , then the game is a supermodular

game with a unique NE, to which the best response dynamics
always converges [27]. Thus, in the game , the best response
dynamics also converges to the NE. The details are omitted for
brevity.
If the NSPs do not have complete information regarding the

market (e.g., an NSP does not know how its competitor responds
to its price and market share change in the future), then an NE
may not necessarily be achieved directly, and thus we briefly
discuss an iterative process to reach an NE of the Cournot com-
petition game. Theorem 3 is based on the fact that the Cournot
competition game with the strategy space [0, 1/2] can be trans-
formed to a supermodular game [27] when (36) and (37) are
satisfied. It is known that the largest and the smallest NE of
a supermodular game can be obtained by iterated strict domi-
nance, which uses the best response. A detailed analysis of this
process requires an explicit expression of the best response cor-
respondence of each NSP, which is not readily available without
specific assumptions on and . If the users’ valuations
of QoS are uniformly distributed and the QoS function is
linearly degrading, then the NSPs and can adopt the best
responses given in (38) and (39), respectively, until the unique
NE is reached.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, there are three levels of time hori-

zons. In the short-term horizon, users make subscription deci-
sions, whereas in the medium-term horizon, the NSPs adjust
their market shares based on the best responses. The long-term
horizon is the lifespan of technologies. These different time
horizons reflect that the NSPs do not change their prices (de-
termined by their desired market shares) as often as the users
change their subscription decisions, while the NSPs change their
prices more frequently than they make entry and technology se-
lection decisions. We assume that the medium-term horizon is

sufficiently longer than the short-term horizon such that once the
NSPs choose their prices (or desired market shares), the equilib-
riummarket shares are quickly reached by the users. At the same
time, we assume that the long-term horizon is sufficiently longer
than the medium-term horizon such that the NSPs have enough
time to reach theNE of the game given their technologies. In this
sense, the best response dynamics is a reasonable approach to
reach the NE, when the NSPs do not have sufficient information
to compute NE and thus cannot play it directly. Moreover, for
multistage decision making (i.e., leader–follower model) con-
sidered in our study, it is common that decision makers adopt
best response dynamics to reach an equilibrium given the deci-
sions made by their “leaders.” For instance, a two-stage deci-
sion-making process was studied in [3], where the authors ne-
glected the user subscription dynamics and derived the best-re-
sponse prices for Internet service providers.

VI. ENTRY AND TECHNOLOGY SELECTION

In Sections IV and V, we have studied the user subscription
dynamics and revenue maximization for markets with no in-
cumbent and with one incumbent. In this section, we formalize
the problem of entry and technology selection as follows. De-
note the set of available options by , where

“Not Enter” represents that the entrant chooses not to
enter the market.
We assume that the entrant knows the (expected) lifespan of

technologies, and is the average cost per period over the
lifespan associated with the technology , for ,
i.e., total cost divided by the number of periods in the lifespan.
Typically, the lifespan of technologies is sufficiently long com-
pared to a short-term period of user subscriptions, and hence the
maximum average revenue per period is approximately equal
to the maximum per-period revenue at the equilibrium (i.e.,
the revenue obtained during the first few periods, e.g., time re-
quired for the user subscription dynamics to converge, can be
ignored) [3]. For the convenience of analysis, is assumed to
be independent of the fraction of subscribers served by the en-
trant, once the technology is selected and deployed. Thus, the
long-term profit during each period is , where is
the per-period revenue obtained by solving (14) for the market
with no incumbent and the per-period revenue at the NE for the
market with one incumbent. The subscript stresses that the rev-
enue is associated with the technology selected by the en-
trant, for . Note that if `` '' is se-
lected, then the associated cost and the corresponding
revenue is zero. Mathematically, the entry and technology se-
lection problem can be stated as

(40)

which can be solved by enumerating all the available options
. For the market with no incumbent, if the

users’ valuations of QoS are uniformly distributed and the QoS
is linearly degrading, then the optimal revenue can be expressed
in a closed form, and hence the entry and technology selection
problem can be explicitly solved based on (40).

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we provide numerical results to com-
plement the analysis. For simplicity, we focus on two
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TABLE I
NETWORK PARAMETERS

spectrum sharing schemes, namely, “split” and “common,”
which are available for the entrant. Mathematically, the
set of available options for the entrant can be denoted by

“Not Enter” “Split” “Common” . Since
we mainly focus on the entry and technology selection for
the entrant, we assume as an example that the incumbent uses
the “split” spectrum sharing scheme for its femtocells and
macrocells. Note that we can carry out a similar analysis while
assuming that the incumbent operates under the “common”
spectrum sharing scheme, although the specific results of entry
and technology selection for the entrant may be different. We
also assume that the incumbent has three times the bandwidth
as the entrant, which reflects the fact that the incumbent has
more resources than the entrant, and that the users’ valuations
of QoS are uniformly distributed in [0, 1], i.e., for

.
Although our analysis applies to any QoS metric and QoS

function satisfying Assumption 1, we shall explicitly consider
“average (normalized) throughput,” which has a unit of bits/
second and measures the average transmission rate offered by
the NSPs. In a femtocell market, if a user subscribes to either of
the two NSPs, it can use femtocell at home and macrocell base
stations while staying outdoors. Hence, to derive the average
throughput, both the users’ outdoor and indoor accesses need to
be considered [2], and the average throughput can be expressed
as

(41)

where the fraction of time that users spend outdoors, is the
throughput obtained by a user from his broadband connection
via the femtocell, and is the throughput obtained via macro-
cells. By considering the users’ time-varying positions, trans-
mitted data sizes, and network congestions, the authors in [2]
derived an explicit expression of (41), which, due to its com-
plexity, is not shown here. In Table I, we show the network pa-
rameters, the meaning of which can be found in [2].We compute
the NSPs’ QoS functions based on (41) derived in [2] and plot
them in Fig. 4. Using minimum mean square error fitting, we
approximate the QoS provided by NSP using a constant and
the QoS provided by NSP using an affine function (i.e., lin-
early degrading QoS).17 The approximated QoS functions are
shown as solid lines in Fig. 4.
We see from Fig. 4 that although the QoS function of NSP

is also decreasing in the number of subscribers, its slope is much
less than that of NSP ’s QoS function, and approximating it
using a constant still stays close to the actual QoS (within 2%).

17Note that our analysis does not require the QoS function of NSP to be
linearly degrading and that the affine approximation is applied mainly because
it allows us to derive more specific analytical results.

Fig. 6. Technology selection for different costs. (top) With no incumbent.
(bottom) With one incumbent.

It is also observed from Fig. 4 that the QoS provided by NSP
satisfies the property of nonincreasing in the number of sub-
scribers. While approximating the QoS using an affine function
when NSP uses the “split” spectrum sharing scheme is fairly
accurate, the affine approximation is not close to the actual QoS
if the “common” spectrum sharing scheme is used. Neverthe-
less, it can be seen from Fig. 5(a) that the revenue obtained
for the (approximated) linearly degrading QoS function is very
close to that obtained for the actual QoS function (within 1%).18

Then, by using the marginal user principle, the optimal prices
obtained based on the approximated linearly degrading and ac-
tual QoS functions are 0.837 and 0.839, respectively, which are
very close to each other (within 1%). Thus, approximating the
QoS function using an affine function is sufficiently accurate for
the purpose of maximizing the revenue, and our previous anal-
ysis based on linearly degrading QoS functions can be applied
without losing much accuracy.

A. With No Incumbent

We first consider a market with no incumbent. Fig. 5(b)
illustrates the convergence of the user subscription dynamics
for a particular price , when the entrant uses the
split spectrum sharing technology. Note that given any price

, convergence will always be obtained since the QoS
function satisfies the sufficient condition for convergence given
in Theorem 1. Note that convergence can also be observed
if the entrant uses the common spectrum sharing technology,
which is not shown in the paper for brevity. Fig. 5(c) verifies
Proposition 2 that the optimal market share maximizing the
revenue of NSP is upper-bounded by 1/2. We also observe
from Fig. 5(c) that the split spectrum sharing technology can
yield a higher revenue for NSP , since it provides a higher
QoS, compared to the common spectrum sharing technology.
Nevertheless, to select the technology that maximizes the
entrant’s long-term profit, it also needs to take into account

18Note that for the incumbent and for the entrant using a split spectrum
sharing scheme, the revenues obtained based on approximated QoS functions
are also very close to those obtained based on the actual QoS functions,
although they are not shown in Fig. 5(a).
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Fig. 7. Market with one incumbent. Dashed and solid lines represent that the entrant uses the split and common spectrum sharing technologies, respectively.
(a) Convergence of market shares under the best-response dynamics. (b) Convergence of prices under the best-response dynamics. (c) Convergence of revenues
under the best-response dynamics.

the cost associated with the employed technology (such as de-
veloping and implementing spectrum-sharing protocol stacks,
build base stations that comply with employed technology,
etc.). We illustrate in the upper plot of Fig. 6 the technology
selection made by the entrant for different costs and . It
shows that, even though the split spectrum sharing technology
(“split”) offers a higher QoS than the common spectrum sharing
technology (“common”) at any number of subscribers, the en-
trant may still select the “common” technology if the associated
cost is sufficiently lower than that associated with the “split”
technology. This result quantifies the condition under which
the entrant should select “split” or “common” and serves as
a quantitative guidance for the entrant to choose a spectrum
sharing technology and maximize its profit.

B. With One Incumbent

Now, we provide some numerical results regarding the
market share competition game. The QoS functions we use
in the numerical results are approximate affine functions,
rather than the actual QoS functions. Note, however, that we
can obtain almost the same results if we use the actual QoS
functions since the affine approximation is sufficiently accurate
for analyzing the revenue. The convergence of the considered
user subscription dynamics is similar with that in the market
with no incumbent, and hence it is omitted due to the space
limitations. Starting from different initial points, Fig. 7(a)–(c)
shows the convergence of market shares, prices, and revenues,
respectively, when both NSPs and update their market
shares by choosing their best responses to the market share of
the other NSP in the previous period. Since the considered QoS
functions satisfy the conditions in Corollary 4, the Cournot
competition game with the strategy space [0, 1/2] has a unique
NE, as verified in Fig. 7(a). Moreover, Fig. 7(a) is consistent
with Lemma 1 as the best-response market shares of both NSPs
do not exceed 1/2. It can also be observed from Fig. 7(a) and (c)
that if NSP uses the common spectrum sharing technology
that provides a lower QoS (shown in solid lines) compared to
that provided by the split spectrum sharing technology (shown
in dashed lines), it obtains a smaller revenue, while NSP
obtains a higher revenue. This is because when NSP has a
lower QoS, it tries to maintain its market share by lowering its
price to compensate for the lower QoS, as can be seen from
Fig. 7(b). By comparing the entrant’s technology selection in

a market with no and one incumbent (shown in Fig. 6), we
notice that competition from the incumbent sets a barrier for the
entrant to enter the market. That is, the presence of an incum-
bent lowers the cost threshold under which the entrant earns
positive profit from entering the market. Moreover, our analysis
provides the entrant with a quantitative guideline as to whether
to enter a communications market and which technology to
select such that it can maximize its long-term profit.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Focusing on a femtocell market, we studied in this paper
the problem of long-term entry and spectrum sharing scheme
decision for an entrant. To address the long-term decision, we
also studied two related problems: the entrant’s medium-term
pricing decisions and the users’ short-term subscription deci-
sions. We considered two scenarios, one with no incumbent and
the other with one incumbent. In each scenario, we constructed
the user subscription dynamics based on static learning and
showed that there exists a unique equilibrium point of the user
subscription dynamics at which the number of subscribers
does not change. We provided a sufficient condition on the
entrant’s QoS function that ensures the global convergence of
the user subscription dynamics. We also examined the revenue
maximization problem by the NSPs. With no incumbent in the
market, we derived upper and lower bounds on the optimal
price and the resulting market share that maximize the entrant’s
revenue, for a nonincreasing PDF of the users’ valuations of
QoS. With one incumbent in the market, we studied compe-
tition between the two NSPs, primarily focusing on market
share competition. We modeled the NSPs as strategic players
in a noncooperative game where each NSP aims to maximize
its own revenue by choosing its market share. We obtained
a sufficient condition that ensures the existence of at least
one NE of the game. Finally, we formalized the problem of
entry and spectrum sharing scheme selection for the entrant
and provided numerical results to complete our analysis. Our
analysis provides the entrant with a quantitative guideline as
to whether to enter a femtocell market and which technology
to select such that it can maximize its long-term profit. Future
research directions include, but are not limited to the following:
1) multiple incumbents and/or entrants in the market; 2) gen-
eral QoS functions for the incumbents; and 3) social welfare
maximization.
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